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model:ir.model.fields,help:sale_timesheet_line_time.field_sale_order_line__state
msgid "" "This field displays the downtime to apply to a task. When creating a new "

"timeset, the task will be moved to the 'Timeset Downtime' status and will "
"automatically start there. Otherwise the downtime will be applied to the " "duplicate

of the task. For example, if you make the task named Sales A and " "its duplicate
Sales A in the sales order, the sale order (Sales A) will " "automatically start when

the downtime is done. However the downtime of the " "timeset for the duplicate
(Sales A) will still be visible on the sale order" msgstr "" #. module:

sale_timesheet_line_time #:
code:addons/sale_timesheet_line_time/models/sale_order.py:0 #, python-format

msgid "Timesheet" msgstr "" #. module: sale_timesheet_line_time #: model:ir.model.
fields,field_description:sale_timesheet_line_time.field_account_move__line_time_id
#: model:ir.model.fields,field_description:sale_timesheet_line_time.field_hr_employe
e__line_time_ids #: model:ir.model.fields,field_description:sale_timesheet_line_time.
field_hr_timesheet__line_time_id #: model:ir.model.fields,field_description:sale_time
sheet_line_time.field_product_template__line_time_id #: model:ir.model.fields,field_
description:sale_timesheet_line_time.field_project_create_sale_order__line_time_id

#: model
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Baidu PC Faster Portable is a free
game fromÂ . To play this game, you

will need to have a PC with a
recentÂ .The present invention relates
generally to spinning reel construction
and, more specifically, to an improved
spin tab pivotally attached to a spool of
a spinning reel for reinforcing the wall

of the spool and for selectively
imparting a rotational biasing force to

the fishing line when the spool is
rotated to facilitate more efficient

reeling in of the fishing line. Spinning
reels are well known in the art and are
commonly used by fisherman to fish

for, for example, bass, various
freshwater game fish and the like.

Typically, a spinning reel includes a
generally cylindrical spool, a handle
and a fishing line guide mounted on

the cylindrical spool which is operative
to guide the fishing line into the reel
during winding and unwinding of the
fishing line. The spool is mounted for

rotation on a stationary frame, and one
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or more bail arms are pivotally
mounted on the cylindrical spool

adjacent to the free ends thereof. The
bail arm or arms are typically spring
biased towards a first open position
which provides access to the fishing

line, and the bail arms also permit the
fishing line to be selectively reeled in
by rotating the spool during use of the
reel. The bail arm or arms may also be
spring biased towards a second closed
position which prevents access to the
fishing line during rotation of the spool
by the fisherman. Also, the bail arm is
normally biased to assume the closed

position to prevent undesired
movement of the bail arm from the

second closed position to the first open
position. Spinning reels are normally
provided with an inner ball bearing on
the spool having a plurality of bearing
segments for rotatably mounting the
spool on the frame and for permitting

rotation of the spool relative to the
frame during use of the reel. The inner

ball bearing is normally disposed
within an outer sleeve which is formed

integral with the spool and is
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positioned over the ball bearing. The
inner sleeve normally includes a

window extending therethrough which
permits access to the ball bearing for

proper installation and repair of the ball
bearing. A fishing line guide, which is
operative to guide the fishing line into
the reel during winding and unwinding
of the line, is mounted on the spool in

conventional manner. The prior art has
also taught the use of various spin

tabs, which are typically integral with
and are normally operatively attached
to the spool, for selectively imparting
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